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Abstract:  Oriented films were prepared from aqueous suspensions of cellulose nanocrystal 14 

(CNC; microfibril fragment of sulfuric acid-hydrolyzed cotton) by a shearing method.  15 

Rotating glass vials each containing a 3‒4 wt % CNC/water suspension under evaporation 16 

resulted in formation of translucent films of CNC per se.  Structural characterization of the 17 

dry films was carried out by use of X-ray diffractometry and optical and scanning electron 18 

microscopy.  The orientation pattern of CNCs in the films was much affected by pH 19 

condition of the starting suspensions; that is, the longitudinal axes of CNCs aligned 20 

preferentially perpendicular to the shear direction (SD) in the acidic condition of pH = 2.0, 21 

while an ordinary orientation of CNCs aligning parallel to SD was observed in the neutral 22 

condition of pH = 6.7 (adjusted with NaOH addition to the acidic suspension, however).  To 23 

interpret the two distinct orientation patterns, first, it was inspected whether a mesomorphic 24 

ordered phase arrived or not in the two sheared and dried suspensions, different from each 25 

other in the counterions of surface-sulfated CNCs.  As to the orientation development from 26 

the suspension of pH = 2, it was particularly assumed that the arising nematic planar domains 27 

would have been rolled up into a transversely extended body with the director perpendicular 28 

to SD.  For the two film preparations, the orientation parameter of the longitudinal axis of 29 

CNC was quantified by WAXD intensity measurements, and the data were compared with 30 

those for other CNC-oriented materials such as CNC/polymer composites synthesized by 31 

immobilizing CNC suspensions via magnetic field application.  32 

 33 

Keywords:  Cellulose nanocrystal; Orientation; Solid film; Aqueous suspension; Shear flow  34 
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Introduction  36 

 37 

Fragmented microfibrils of cellulose, commonly termed cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs), are 38 

highly crystalline rod-like particles obtained by acid hydrolysis of native cellulose fibers 39 

(Marchessault et al. 1959; Revol et al. 1992).  Particularly, CNCs prepared by the hydrolysis 40 

with sulfuric acid show an adequate dispersibility in water due to the negative charge of their 41 

sulfated surface.  The resulting colloidal CNC suspension manifests a unique character to 42 

form a self-ordering mesoscopic structure via spontaneous phase separation (Revol et al. 43 

1992; Gray 1994; Dong et al. 1996; Dong at al. 1998); that is, above a critical concentration 44 

of CNC (typically 3‒5 wt % for cotton-derived CNCs), the visually homogeneous suspension 45 

separates into an upper random phase (isotropic) and a lower ordered phase (anisotropic) in 46 

the course of quiescent standing.  In the anisotropic phase, CNCs as mesogen form a chiral 47 

nematic organization.  48 

In recent years, there has been increasing interest in CNCs as a promising key component 49 

to design new materials exhibiting optical functionality or mechanical high-performance, in 50 

context of the CNC's fascinations such as the nanoscale dimension with a high aspect ratio 51 

and the inherent high stiffness (Habibi et al. 2010; Klemm et al. 2011; Moon et al. 2011).  52 

For instance, CNCs can be ideal fillers for high-performance polymer nanocomposites, and, 53 

in fact, there have been many reports on the excellent filler effects of CNCs reinforcing 54 

various polymer matrices (Dufresne 2010; Eichhorn 2011; Miao and Hamad 2013).  55 

In conditioning of the optical, mechanical, or thermo-mechanical properties of 56 

CNC-containing materials, the orientation control of CNCs is of great importance.  Various 57 

attempts have been made to align CNCs in aqueous media and fix the orientation state in the 58 

dried films or polymer composites, for the purpose of making their properties anisotropic and 59 

upgraded.  According to the situations, different methods were adopted to align CNCs; for 60 

example, CNCs were aligned in the suspensions by deformation of shearing (Nishiyama et al. 61 
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1997) or drawing (Ureña-Benavides et al. 2010; Uddin et al. 2011; Gindl and Keckes 2007), 62 

and also by a non-contact technique of applying magnetic fields (Kvien and Oksman 2007; 63 

Pullawan et al. 2012; Tatsumi et al. 2014).  64 

In the authors' preceding paper, we successfully demonstrated the investment of a clear 65 

mechanical anisotropy in polymer composites with CNC (Tatsumi et al. 2014); where the 66 

orientation control of CNC fillers was made using a magnetic alignment system.  Briefly, the 67 

composites were prepared from cotton CNC/aqueous 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) 68 

suspensions, via magnetic field application to the suspensions followed by polymerization of 69 

the monomer HEMA in the solvent.  Applying a magnetic field (8 T) of static (s) or 70 

rotational (r) type to each mesophase of the phase-separated CNC suspensions resulted in 71 

fabrication of a composite of CNC/poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA) designated 72 

PHEMA-CNCaniso-s or PHEMA-CNCaniso-r.  A uniform structure of chiral nematic 73 

monodomain of CNC was fixed into PHEMA-CNCaniso-s (see Fig. 6c), and, in 74 

PHEMA-CNCaniso-r, CNC particles were distributed with their respective longer axes aligned 75 

normal to the plane of the field rotation (Fig. 6d).  76 

In the present paper, we turned attention to a mechanical way to make a highly oriented 77 

CNC film from suspension under shear flow; it is just the way proposed by Nishiyama et al. 78 

(1997).  They used a CNC sample isolated from the cell wall of a green alga, the particle size 79 

being ~40 nm in diameter and ~4 µm in length (aspect ratio ≈ 100).  An aqueous suspension 80 

of the sulfuric acid-treated CNC was prepared at 1 % in a glass vial, and this vial was kept 81 

horizontal and rotated around its center at 500 rpm.  After 12 h rotation, a gel-like layer 82 

formed on the inner surface of the container was washed and dried into a solid film of CNC.  83 

The CNCs in the film were highly oriented in the direction of the applied shear flow.  84 

Consulting this Nishiyama's method, we prepared dry films of cotton-derived CNC from the 85 

aqueous suspensions by a similar shearing method, to see the alignment state of CNC 86 

attainable therein.  Special care was exercised to pH condition of the starting suspension to 87 
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be sheared.  The obtained CNC films were characterized by optical and electron microscopy 88 

observations and wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) measurements.  On the pattern and 89 

degree of CNC orientation, a comparative survey was made between the CNC films and the 90 

composites of PHEMA-CNCaniso-s and PHEMA-CNCaniso-r.  91 

 92 

Experimental  93 

 94 

Preparation of CNC  95 

The procedure for preparing the CNC used in this work was essentially the same as that 96 

described previously (Tatsumi et al. 2012).  In brief, CNC particles were isolated from cotton 97 

cellulose powder (Whatman, CF11) by acid hydrolysis with 65 wt % sulfuric acid, with 98 

mechanical stirring at 70 °C for 15 min.  After a dilution and centrifugation process, the fluid 99 

dispersion of CNC was dialyzed in distilled water for an adequate time period, and 100 

concentrated appropriately.  The particle dimensions of CNC are 95 nm in length and 9 nm 101 

in diameter on average; the axial ratio is around 10.  Surface sulfur content of the CNC 102 

particles (well refined) approximated ~1.1 wt %, when determined by alkali titration.  103 

 104 

Preparation of CNC films by shearing method  105 

A concentrated CNC/water suspension (CNC = ~25 wt %) mentioned above was diluted and 106 

homogenized, and a suspension sample of 4 wt % CNC (Suspension A) was prepared at pH = 107 

2.0.  Subsequently, half of this suspension was separately neutralized with addition of a 108 

small quantity of sodium hydroxide aqueous solution, and a 3.4 wt % CNC suspension 109 

(Suspension N) was prepared at pH = 6.7.  They were about the isotropic‒biphasic critical 110 

concentration, but used in the non-separating mixture before the phase separation.  The 111 

suspensions of 4.9 mL (the former A) and 5.4 mL (the latter N) were each put into a 20 mL 112 

glass vial of 25 mm in inner diameter.  As illustrated in Figure 1, the vial was kept horizontal, 113 
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and rotated around its center at 700 rpm in an air blower of 40 °C; the tangential direction of 114 

the rotation is taken to correspond to the shear direction (SD).  The shear rate applied was 115 

roughly ~580 s−1 and ~530 s−1 for Suspensions A and N, respectively, by estimating the 116 

thickness (1.5‒1.7 mm) of the respective fluids spread over the inside wall at an earlier stage 117 

of the rotation.  About 20 h later, a dry film of CNC was formed on the inner surface of the 118 

glass wall.  The film samples thus obtained were encoded by the pH value of the starting 119 

suspension: CNC-2.0 and CNC-6.7 from Suspensions A and N, respectively.  120 

<< Figure 1 >> 121 

Substantially the same preparation of CNC films was repeated to confirm reproducibility of 122 

the orientation patterns observed for CNC-2.0 and CNC-6.7 by WAXD measurements, etc.  123 

 124 

Measurements  125 

Optical characterization of CNC films was made under a polarized optical microscope (POM), 126 

Olympus BX60F5.  The film specimens were also observed by using a field emission 127 

scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM), Hitachi S-4800; they were sputter-coated with Pt 128 

before the observation.  129 

WAXD measurements were made using a MAC Science Dip 2000 diffractometer equipped 130 

with an MXP18HF22 rotating anode generator.  The measuring conditions were as follows: 131 

voltage and current of operation, 45 kV and 84 mA; X-ray wavelength, 0.154 nm (Ni-filtered 132 

CuKα); collimator size, 0.90 mm; camera distance, 150 mm; exposure time, 1800 s.  X-ray 133 

beam was irradiated perpendicular to the surface of the films.  134 

 135 

Results and discussion  136 

 137 

Microscopic observations of CNC films  138 

Generally translucent films of CNC were obtained by the shearing method in either of the pH 139 
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conditions, as the appearance is exemplified in Figure 2a.  The CNC films were removed 140 

from the vial as several pieces, each showing a habit of curving along SD in some degree.  141 

The film thickness varied with location, e.g., from 0.1 to 0.5 mm in CNC-2.0, and the average 142 

value approximated 0.2 mm for CNC-2.0 and 0.35 mm for CNC-6.7; thicker parts of the films 143 

were, more or less, glossy and brownish.  The inclination from the horizontal of the rotation 144 

axis in the process of shearing would be partly responsible for the variation and irregularity in 145 

film thickness.  In the following microscopic and X-ray measurements, film specimens of 146 

0.2‒0.25 mm thick were mainly used.  147 

Figure 2b and c show POM photographs of CNC-2.0 and CNC-6.7 samples, respectively; 148 

both photographs were taken by setting each sample nearly at an orthogonal position (SD || P 149 

or A) on the stage.   The field of view was then considerably dark as a whole, when 150 

compared with the bright field in a diagonal setting, but the perfect extinction scarcely took 151 

place.  Rather, as seen in both data, interference colors were still discernible and mingled 152 

with fine dark lines (more readily visible in Fig. 2b).  This observation may be interpreted as 153 

being due to the essentially laminated fashion of the films, which were processed via repeated 154 

shear deformations of CNC suspensions while drying.  The privileged optical axis of the 155 

respective oriented films was generally perpendicular to SD (CNC-2.0) and parallel to SD 156 

(CNC-6.7).  157 

<< Figure 2 >> 158 

Selected data of FE-SEM observations for CNC films are given in Figure 3.  In the 159 

observations, we found numerous fibrous entities (assimilation of CNCs) aligned mostly in 160 

good order in both CNC-2.0 and CNC-6.7 films.  While the CNC alignment was 161 

preferentially parallel to SD in CNC-6.7 (Fig. 3c), the opposite, transverse alignment 162 

prevailed in CNC-2.0 (Fig. 3a).  In the CNC-2.0 film, there also appeared a somewhat 163 

different fashion of fibrils' alignment in places; they formed a V- or U-like trajectory of 164 

orientation, as shown in Figure 3b.  This morphology is apparently like the banded structure 165 
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characteristic of shear-deformed polymer liquid crystals (Navard 1987; Nishio et al. 1985), 166 

but, rather, it may be regarded as the trace of a helical arrangement of CNCs (Majoinen et al. 167 

2012; Tatsumi et al. 2012); viz., the chiral nematic structure could develop in the process of 168 

condensation of the sheared suspension and partly remain in the dry sample, as discussed 169 

below.  Another attention should be paid to the fact that no trace of such a mesomorphic 170 

organization was observed in the CNC-6.7 film.  171 

<< Figure 3 >> 172 

 173 

CNC orientation distribution revealed by WAXD  174 

Figure 4a and b illustrate WAXD photographic data taken for films of CNC-2.0 and CNC-6.7, 175 

respectively; SDs of the two samples were both set horizontal, namely, parallel to the equator 176 

of the respective WAXD diagrams.  The diffraction profiles of both data were characterized 177 

by cellulose Iβ of a monoclinic crystal form (Sugiyama et al. 1991).  This is instantiated by 178 

observation of the (200), (110), and (11
–

0) diffractions at 2θ = 22.6°, 16.6°, and 14.6°, 179 

respectively, each appearing as twined reflection arcs across the equator (Fig. 4a) or the 180 

meridian (Fig. 4b).  Figure 5 displays the azimuthal scanning of the (200) diffraction 181 

intensity for the two samples used in Figure 4.  In Figure 5a for CNC-2.0, we find two large 182 

peaks centered at azimuthal angles of 0° and 180°; this definitely indicates that the c-axis of 183 

CNC and therefore the longitudinal axis tends to be aligned perpendicular to SD of the film.  184 

In Figure 5b for CNC-6.7, two peaks are located with the intensity maximum at azimuthal 185 

angles of 90° and 270°; hence, the longer axes of CNCs are aligned preferentially parallel to 186 

SD of the film.  These WAXD results correspond to the FE-SEM observations of fibrillar 187 

alignment that well distinguished between the two CNC films.   188 

<< Figure 4 >> 189 

<< Figure 5 >> 190 
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  There were several investigations into shear-induced orientation phenomena of CNCs in the 191 

aqueous suspensions put into a rotating cylinder (Nishiyama et al. 1997; Orts et al. 1998; 192 

Ebeling et al. 1999); the suspensions were all acidic, and, except for the Nishiyama's case, the 193 

CNC concentrations were constant during shear flow in the respective samples and mostly 194 

above the critical concentration for ordered mesophase formation (at rest).  Ebeling et al. 195 

(1999) reported a two-step process on the shear alignment of cotton-derived CNCs (aspect 196 

ratio ≈ 10) in a 6.9 % (w/v) aqueous suspension.  That is, at lower shear rates (< 5 s−1), 197 

CNCs were aligned nearly at random in SD but showed a preferential orientation in the 198 

vertical direction (in the plane perpendicular to SD), whereas, at higher shear rates of ≥5 s−1, 199 

CNCs were aligned individually parallel to SD.  The estimation was based on small-angle 200 

X-ray scattering data obtained in two measuring setups, i) X-ray incidence being 201 

perpendicular to the surface of the sheared sample (normal view) and ii) that parallel to the 202 

flow direction SD (parallel or tangential view).  The authors explained the result by 203 

assuming that CNCs formed anisotropic domains (i.e. mesophases) of uniplanar organization; 204 

the planar domains would orient along SD (each plane || SD) with the constituent CNCs 205 

distributed at random within the domains at low shear rates, before disruption at higher shear 206 

rates enabling the alignment of CNCs parallel to SD.  207 

  In the present work, the shear rates applied to CNC suspensions were >500 s−1 beyond 5 s−1 208 

in any case of preparing CNC-2.0 and CNC-6.7 films.  The c-axis orientation of CNCs to SD 209 

observed for CNC-6.7 is qualitatively consistent with the results of high-shear experiments 210 

reported by Ebeling et al. (1999) and also by Orts et al. (1998); the latter group examined 211 

shear alignment of black spruce CNCs (aspect ratio, ca. 30–45) at suspension concentrations 212 

of 5–7 wt %.  With regard to CNC-2.0, however, the alignment state of CNCs is completely 213 

different than the common pattern despite the application of a similar high-rate shear (580 s−1), 214 

the longer axes of CNCs pointing to the transverse direction (TD) of the sheared sample.  215 

Accordingly, it is strongly suggested that the ionic atmosphere (which varies the critical CNC 216 
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concentration of mesomorphic assembling) in the condensing suspensions would influence 217 

the CNC orientation in the films obtained under shear and drying.   218 

  A possible explanation for the present result is given in what follows.  There will be two 219 

key points.  One is basically correlated with the difference in ionic strength between 220 

Suspensions A and N.  Suspension N (pH = 6.7) was prepared by neutralizing CNCs in the 221 

suspension equivalent to A (pH = 2.0) with NaOH aqueous solution.  Therefore the 222 

counterions of the charged sulfate groups (OSO3
−) on the surface of the CNCs in Suspension 223 

N are Na+, being changed from H+ that should be the counterions on the CNCs in Suspension 224 

A.  Dong et al. (1996; 1997) studied effects of ionic strength and counterions on the 225 

isotropic–chiral nematic phase transition of CNC suspensions by using various electrolytes as 226 

additives.  The studies demonstrated that well-refined CNC suspensions only with H+ 227 

counterions inherently associated with the surface sulfate groups formed an ordered phase at 228 

the lowest concentrations of the used crystallites, and the added electrolytes increased the 229 

critical concentration of isotropic-mesophase transition in any employment of acidic, neutral, 230 

or basic electrolytes.  Accordingly, Suspension A would undergo the transition to form a 231 

chiral nematic phase at an appreciably lower concentration than Suspension N, in the process 232 

of water evaporation.  This is supported by the SEM result (Fig. 3); the traces of chiral 233 

nematic-like organization were surely observed for the CNC-2.0 film.  Then, the nematic 234 

layers emerging in Suspension A under drying should be deformed in the high-shear flow of 235 

>500 s−1, differing from the situation at much lower shear rates in the Ebeling and coworkers' 236 

experiment (1999).  In the present case using a rotated vessel, supposedly, the nematic layers 237 

might have wound and even rolled up so that the directors were oriented perpendicular rather 238 

than parallel to SD, as illustrated in Figure 6a.  In shear flow of pulp suspensions, similar 239 

behavior of rolling up or turning over of laterally assembled fibers has been experienced as a 240 

flocculation process (Chen et al. 2003).  By way of such a conversion of the arising ordered 241 

phase from a planar nematic into rolled form (resulting in a transversely extended body), the 242 
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sheared suspension A would eventually transform into a solid film of CNC-2.0, in which the 243 

majority of CNCs are aligned in TD while the minor traces of chiral nematic arrangement still 244 

remain.  In the other neutralized suspension N, most probably, this CNC system with sodium 245 

counterions undergoes the transition to mesophase at higher concentration; instead, the 246 

individual nano-rods could readily align along the shear flow at an earlier stage of the rotation 247 

process, and the uniaxial orientation distribution of CNCs with reference to SD would 248 

continue until gelation of the colloidal system toward the dry film of CNC-6.7 (see Fig. 6b).  249 

<< Figure 6 >> 250 

  In relation to the orientation of CNCs perpendicular to SD, it is known in suspension 251 

rheology that, when neutrally buoyant spheroids or rigid rods (treated as non-Brownian 252 

particles) are subjected to shear flow in viscous fluid media, they conditionally drift into a 253 

'log-rolling' state with the longer axis oriented in the vorticity direction (TD in the present 254 

paper) via a complicate kayaking motion; this is concisely summarized, for example, in an 255 

article by Gunes et al. (2008).  Typically, the log-rolling phenomenon has been detected by 256 

rheo-optical techniques for dilute or semi-dilute suspensions of short fibers with dimensions 257 

of >50 µm diameter and >1 mm length (Bartram et al. 1975; Iso et al. 1996).  The 258 

applicability and contribution of such a log-rolling effect to the shear-induced orientation of 259 

CNC particles are undigested and unknown.  The former orientation mechanism stated 260 

above is still hypothetical but offers a more convincing interpretation for the distinctive 261 

experimental result.  262 

A serious question remains unresolved, however.  It is the orientation pattern of CNC-6.7 263 

(Fig. 6b), not of CNC-2.0 (Fig. 6a), that is in accordance with the earlier observation by 264 

Nishiyama et al. (1997) for a shear-deformed CNC film.  There was no sign of the CNC 265 

orientation to TD in their study.  A determinate factor in causing the result is the extremely 266 

high aspect ratio of the alga-derived CNC used there, the axial ratio being ~10 times larger 267 

than that of cotton-derived CNC.  Plainly the former particles are much more advantageous 268 
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to attainment of the uniaxial alignment along the shear flow.  This should result in the 269 

smooth development of CNC arrays oriented parallel to SD in the dry film.  270 

 271 

Comparison of orientation development between various samples  272 

To estimate the degree of CNC orientation for the present shear-deformed films, the 273 

orientation parameter f (= (3<cos2
φc> −1)/2) of the c-axis of CNC was quantified.  In a 274 

similar way to that adopted in our previous paper (Tatsumi et al. 2014), the calculation was 275 

done by using the relation f = −2fa assuming a cylindrically symmetric distribution of CNC 276 

rods around TD (CNC-2.0) or SD (CNC-6.7); where fa is the orientation parameter of the 277 

a-axis, which can be determined from the azimuthal data of the (200) diffraction intensity (Fig. 278 

5).  As a consequence, we obtained f = 0.56 for CNC-2.0 and f = 0.68 for CNC-6.7 (see 279 

upper two rows in Table 1), each data being an average with ±0.1 tolerance for three 280 

specimens belonging to the same sheared sample.  The higher degree of orientation 281 

development in CNC-6.7 than in CNC-2.0 was in consistency with an FE-SEM observation 282 

indicating the distinction in orderliness of fibrillar alignment between the two samples.  283 

<< Table 1 >> 284 

As regards the case of CNC-6.7, the orientation parameter of ~0.7 is comparable with the 285 

one reported by Ebeling et al. (1999) for a cotton-derived CNC suspension (6.9 %, see 286 

above); they determined f ≈ 0.75 by small-angle X-ray scattering for the fluid under shear at a 287 

rate of 1700 s−1.  Meanwhile, Orts et al. (1998) observed higher values of 0.8 or 0.9 as the 288 

order parameter of black spruce CNCs (axial ratio of 33 or 47) in the aqueous suspensions (5 289 

or 7 wt % CNC) sheared at rates of ≥1000 s−1, where the measurement was made by use of a 290 

small-angle neutron scattering technique.  However, these data (ranging from ~0.7 to 0.9) of 291 

the orientation parameter are all lower than f = 0.96 obtained by Nishiyama et al. (1997) for 292 

the shear-oriented film of green alga-derived CNC; probably, the primacy in orientation 293 

development of the latter would come from the extraordinarily high axial ratio of CNC, ~100.  294 
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Figure 6 also includes schematic illustrations of the orientation patterns of CNCs observed 295 

previously for PHEMA-CNC composites synthesized via magnetic field application to 296 

mesomorphic CNC suspensions (Tatsumi et al. 2014); two products were termed 297 

PHEMA-CNCaniso-s (Fig. 6c) and PHEMA-CNCaniso-r (Fig. 6d), according to whether the 298 

magnetic field (B) was static (s) or rotating (r).  As shown in Table 1, we have obtained f = 299 

0.84 (as to uniaxial alignment of the chiral nematic helical axis) for PHEMA-CNCaniso-s and f 300 

= 0.60 (as to uniaxial alignment of the longer axis of CNC) for PHEMA-CNCaniso-r; these are 301 

in a parallel or somewhat higher level, when compared with the data of f ≈ 0.6‒0.7 for the 302 

shear-oriented CNC films using the same cotton cellulose.  For any of the four samples, 303 

however, a passable level of orientation achievement may be admitted from a practical 304 

standpoint regarding the design of CNC-core polymer materials showing definite optical or 305 

mechanical anisotropy.  The shearing method makes CNCs align to a certain degree with 306 

simpler equipment and procedure, while the non-contact technique using magnetic fields 307 

excels at aligning the fillers highly and uniformly.  308 

 309 

Conclusions   310 

 311 

Oriented films of cotton-derived CNC (axial ratio, ~10) were prepared from aqueous 312 

suspensions under high-rate shear (>500 s−1) accompanied by water evaporation.  The film 313 

products were named CNC-2.0 and CNC-6.7 according as the starting suspension was in an 314 

acidic (pH = 2.0) or neutral (pH = 6.7) condition; the neutral suspension (N) was made by 315 

addition of NaOH into the parent suspension (A) of pH = 2.0.  Comparative characterization 316 

of the oriented CNC films was performed by POM and FE-SEM microscopy and WAXD 317 

measurements.  318 

The films were optically birefringent and composed of fine fibrillar structures aligned 319 

mostly in good order; the running way of the fibrous entities was, in perspective, parallel to 320 
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the shear direction (SD) in CNC-6.7, but perpendicular to SD in CNC-2.0.  In 321 

correspondence with the microscopic observations, WAXD analysis revealed that the 322 

longitudinal axes of CNCs were aligned preferentially perpendicular to SD in CNC-2.0 and 323 

parallel to SD in CNC-6.7.  In the drying process of the sheared suspensions A and N, 324 

probably, the formation of (chiral) nematic ordered phase occurred in A, but scarcely did in N, 325 

which stands on the difference in the counterions of surface-sulfated CNCs between the two 326 

(H+ in A and Na+ in N).  This deduction was also supported by FE-SEM observations of 327 

surface mophology for the corresponding two dry films.  In the suspension N free of 328 

mesomorphic structuring, therefore, CNC particles were allowed to individually align parallel 329 

to SD so as to produce the common uniaxial orientation in the CNC-6.7 film.  With regard to 330 

the suspension A under a rotatory shear flow, it was assumed that the nematic planar domains 331 

arriving with time were deformed by winding-up force so that the nematic directors were 332 

arranged perpendicular to SD, which gave rise to the transverse orientation pattern of the 333 

elemental CNC rods in the CNC-2.0 film.  334 

The degree of orientation development (f ≈ 0.6‒0.7) in the two CNC films was taken to be 335 

in a parallel or somewhat lower level, in comparison with the orientation achievement of the 336 

same cotton CNC in the polymer composites (PHEMA-CNCaniso-s and PHEMA-CNCaniso-r) 337 

that were previously synthesized under a static or rotational magnetic field.  However, the 338 

success in controlling the CNC orientation with the ionic condition of the sheared suspension 339 

is of great significance, from both scientific and practical points of view.  340 
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Figure Captions   419 

 420 

Figure 1.  Schematic illustration of preparation of oriented CNC films from aqueous 421 

suspension by shearing under evaporation.  The sample container (glass vial) was rotated at 422 

700 rpm.  423 

 424 

Figure 2.  Visual appearance of a strip of CNC-2.0 (panel a), and polarized optical 425 

micrographs of CNC-2.0 (panel b) and CNC-6.7 (panel c) printed with a scale bar of 50 µm.  426 

White arrows indicate the shear direction (SD) of films.  427 

 428 

Figure 3.  FE-SEM images of shear-deformed CNC films: (a) and (b) data for CNC-2.0; (c) 429 

data for CNC-6.7.  White arrows indicate SD, and black arrows guide the alignment 430 

direction of fibrous entities (assimilation of CNCs) to the eye.  431 

 432 

Figure 4.  WAXD patterns of shear-deformed CNC films: (a) data for CNC-2.0; (b) data for 433 

CNC-6.7.  White arrows indicate SD of the film specimens.  434 

 435 

Figure 5.  Azimuthal intensity scans of the (200) diffraction of CNCs: (a) data for CNC-2.0; 436 

(b) data for CNC-6.7.  These two specimens are the same as those used in Figure 4.  437 

 438 

Figure 6.  Different orientation patterns of CNC rods observed for shear-deformed CNC 439 

films, (a) CNC-2.0 and (b) CNC-6.7, and polymer composites, (c) PHEMA-CNCaniso-s and 440 

(d) PHEMA-CNCaniso-r.  441 

--------------------------------------- 442 

In addition to the six figures, there is one table (Table 1).  443 
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Table 1.  Evaluations of orientation parameters of the longitudinal axis of CNC for dry CNC 444 

films obtained under shear in different pH conditions and for PHEMA-CNCaniso composites 445 

synthesized under different magnetic fields  446 

Sample Orientation parameter (f) Reference axis of sample b 
CNC-2.0 0.56 (avg.) // TD 
CNC-6.7 0.68 (avg.) // SD 

PHEMA-CNCaniso-s 0.84 (helix axis) a; −0.42 (CNC axis) a // B 
PHEMA-CNCaniso-r 0.60 a // N 

a Quoted from a previous paper (Tatsumi et al. 2014) 
b See schematic illustrations in Fig. 6 

 447 

448 
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Figure 1.  Schematic illustration of preparation of oriented CNC films from aqueous 456 

suspension by shearing under evaporation.  The sample container (glass vial) was rotated at 457 
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 463 

Figure 2.  Visual appearance of a strip of CNC-2.0 (panel a), and polarized optical 464 

micrographs of CNC-2.0 (panel b) and CNC-6.7 (panel c) printed with a scale bar of 50 µm.  465 

White arrows indicate the shear direction (SD) of films.  466 
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 470 

Figure 3.  FE-SEM images of shear-deformed CNC films: (a) and (b) data for CNC-2.0; (c) 471 

data for CNC-6.7.  White arrows indicate SD, and black arrows guide the alignment 472 

direction of fibrous entities (assimilation of CNCs) to the eye.  473 
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   475 

 476 

Figure 4.  WAXD patterns of shear-deformed CNC films: (a) data for CNC-2.0; (b) data for 477 

CNC-6.7.  White arrows indicate SD of the film specimens.  478 
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 482 

Figure 5.  Azimuthal intensity scans of the (200) diffraction of CNCs: (a) data for CNC-2.0; 483 

(b) data for CNC-6.7.  These two specimens are the same as those used in Figure 4.  484 
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Figure 6.  Different orientation patterns of CNC rods observed for shear-deformed CNC 492 

films, (a) CNC-2.0 and (b) CNC-6.7, and polymer composites, (c) PHEMA-CNCaniso-s and 493 

(d) PHEMA-CNCaniso-r.  494 
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